OUTWELL PASSIVE COOLERS – KEEP FOOD AND DRINK COLD FOR LONGER WITHOUT POWER
Highly efficient and simple to use, the new
tough, sturdy and top-performing Fulmar
passive cooler range brings a new dimension
to the popular Outwell Cool ‘n’ Go collection of
cool boxes, cool bags and freezers.
Passive coolers add versatile, cost-effective
options for campers on site, at the beach and
at outdoor events without the need for power
to function reliably. Each can be used with
frozen Outwell ice blocks or, more commonly,
filled with ice that is readily available in bulk
from supermarkets, to keep contents cool for extended periods of time.
The Outwell Fulmar range comprises 30-litre (pictured right) and 60-litre (pictured
below left) boxes, plus a 5.8-litre drinks container. All are well insulated using high
density PU foam under the hard-wearing outer casing − the 30- and 60-litre
models will keep contents cold for four and five days respectively. The passive
coolers feature a built-in drain valve to maintain efficiency by removing melt water
and to aid cleaning.
The rugged build and design features ensure Fulmar passive
coolers can withstand the rigours of camping life and the 30litre and 60-litre models have stainless steel fittings, rugged hinges and dual
clips for durability. Big sturdy carry handles help transport loads comfortably.
The 60-litre also features four handy cup holders in the lid extend
flexible use.
The Fulmar 5.8L (pictured right) keeps water and drinks cool and
features a large opening for easy filling and cleaning. A foldable
spout assists liquid flow through the bottom tap and a fold-flat carry handle provides a
convenient and comfortable way to carry the full container around.
For further information about these products and the complete Cool ‘n’ Go Collection,
including prices, and to find your nearest dealer visit outwell.com
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